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Concept Presentation
Marcellus Farms

MASTER PLAN
BUILDING LOCATIONS

a. CHAPEL WITH GARDEN
b. ADDITIONAL PARKING
c. HIGH TUNNEL GREENHOUSES
d. NEW BARN
e. OLD BARN
f. DOUBLE WIDE TRAILER
g. QUADPLEX
h. APPROVED BARN VENUE
i. PICK YOUR OWN FARM
j. POND
k. MAIN HOUSE
BUILDING LOCATIONS

CHAPEL WITH GARDEN
BUILDING LOCATIONS

MAIN HOUSE
FOODSCAPING PLAN TREES

- BAYBERRY TREE
- EUROPEAN PEAR TREE
- PECAN TREE
- DWARF MULBERRY TREE
- NINEBARK TREE
- JOSTABERRY TREE
- APPLE TREE
- CARMINE JEWEL TREE
- PERSIMMON TREE
- POMEGRANATE TREE
- HASKAP TREE
- YAUPON TREE
- BUTTERNUT TREE
- FIG TREE
- ILLINOIS MULBERRY TREE
- JUJUBE TREE
- SHINING SUMAC TREE
- BLACKBERRY TRELLIS
- SERVICEBERRY TREE
- PAW PAW TREE
BUILDING LOCATIONS

Existing Houses/ Firepit